T HE MEANING OF THE TERM PARAMETER IN
music research is not as strict as the usage found in the hard sciences. Unlike separating elements by electrical, chemical, or physical means, separating parameters in music requires divide-and-conquer techniques of multiple dissociations (as in fMRI). The analysis by parametric scaling practiced below is offered in this spirit-for use in the comparative study of processive and reversal functions, comparative structural interpretations of these functions, and comparative evaluations of their produced intrinsic affects (which often involve relying on analogous cross-modal data as part of uncovering the independent dissociations).
Scaling allows us to categorize and unify our experiences of the world. It is fundamental to all perception and cognition, whether ordinal, categorical, nominal, intervallic, analytic, continuous, linear, circular, or some mixture of all these. Syntactically contextualized, such ranked categories open a portal into evaluating the efficacy, validity, and truth of our conscious and unconscious cognitions. We scale size (large, medium, small), degree (sameness, similarity, difference), color (pink, red, magenta, maroon), light (sunrise, high noon, dusk, nightfall), and loudness (quiet, noisy, painful). And we scale verbal concepts, whether as abstractions (misdemeanor, felony, capital offense), opinions (silly, absurd, bonkers), concrete emotions (astonished, alarmed, angry), or everyday happenstances (senior, middle aged, young adult, teen . . . ). So it is no surprise that music, which models life, is also scaled. The focus on scaling in this article, however, is on the bottom-up analysis of syntactic functions.
Parametric Scales in Music
Figure 1 lists twenty-six multifaceted musical parameters. We see that melody has seven, harmony ten (at least), and timing five. The elements of almost each one are scalable, at least hypothetically (texture, number 25, is an exception). We order them by rank, ratio, nominal category, or interval (of varying distances). The existence of parametric scales suggests theoretical unity in that each one entails degrees of formal similarity (aa) and difference (ab) as well as functional tendencies of closing (weak implication) and nonclosing (strong implication). In addition, I will argue that most parameters generate analogous (but independent), isomorphic structures of process (and its ally, duplication), reversal, and return. In general, the more parameters used in a given composition, the greater the structural potential for musical complexity and thus the more urgent the cognitive analysis of congruent and noncongruent interactions becomes.
Musical parameters are derived from psychoacoustical properties (frequency/pitch, timing, amplitude, and localization; left column, Figure 1 ; texture is a parametric compilation). The art of music splays these into twenty-six bottom-up perceptual categories, whose terminological attributes, elements, and components are familiarly described in cognitive music theory and analysis (in contrast to how materials are defined in acoustical research). For convenience, parameters are typically compiled into thirteen inclusive dimensions (bold type, right column) in order to accommodate the informal demands of traditional music theory and to enable musical analysis to be less formidable. In scholarly practice all these categorical terms are variously tumbled together according to the analytical discourse of the variegated groups using them.
Parametric Scales in Melody: Syntactic Functioning
The I-R concept of parametric scales (1) tracks implicative continuations, expansions, and diminishments; (2) determines the degree of implication (elements 1-2) versus the degree of realization (elements 2-3); (3) evaluates the strength of implicative denial (whether complete or partial); and (4) defines the quality of affect (relaxation, tension, and surprise during realization and denial). Parametric scales also (5) determine whether realizations of implication are cognitively prospective or retrospective and (6) whether incoming information creates patterns of sameness (aa), similarity (aa v ), differentiation (ab), or return (aba). This is not to deny the powers that other learned, top-down invocations have on our parametric perceptions.
Oriented from left to right, Figure 2 displays the general I-R theory governing parameters, how far materials span and how stable they are, from the strongest closing tendencies (the weakest implications) to the strongest nonclosing tendencies (strongest implications). In addition, the theory scales the directions of functional tendencies. Those moving toward the right increase in strength (arrow) from formal similarity (aa) to formal differentiation (ab), whereas those moving left decrease in functional strength (nonclosing to closing tendencies) and in formal differentiation (decrease inverts ab to aa). All parameters contain a finite number of elements, but some manage a larger number of items than others (harmony, e.g., is replete with variables; in contrast, the components of duration are relatively small).
MATERIALS POPULATING PARAMETERS
Parametric scales respond to variable input, which can be fully loaded at the beginning of a work, emerge only gradually, or be completely reset and ''retuned'' during the course of a composition. What is prospectively or retrospectively expected in melody, for example, ultimately depends on the input of the pitch set. In unnotated music, composer-performers obviously make choices about what is to be the pitch content (e.g., whether pentatonic, diatonic, octatonic, or mixed), but they may not reveal a choice all at once. Indeed, a favorite affective device is to reveal the pitch content slowly over many bars (common in Copland's works) rather than rapidly in one initial gesture (such as a complete thirteenth chord at the start of a jazz concert).
From both a compositional and an experiential point of view there is, in general, no fixed content concerning the a priori properties of a parametric scale's constituents. Parametric scales are always subject to contextual adjustments by listeners, and analytical theories must bear that in mind. Ranked elements vary from culture to culture (think about the number of different pitch sets or the number of timbres in use throughout the world) and from style to style (e.g., in art music vs. folk music). Even within a given work, compositions vary in the kinds of materials that populate its parametric scales. What is to be the set of materials, whether pitch intervals, durations, dynamics, timbres, textures, and so forth, can be identified all at once or only gradually by how they emerge over time. Moreover, as emphasized, the content of parametric scales is frequently and thoroughly reset (a tonal passage may be displaced by a quasi-atonal one; a passage using only sixteenth notes may suddenly become durationally diversified, etc.). Parametric scales are not inherently static or steady state. Both music theorists (who try to explain melody analytically) and music psychologists (who construct experimental melodic stimuli) need to be cognizant of the effect of set adjustments in melodic expectancy. I shall return to the idea of scaled pitch emergence in the discussion of Debussy's Afternoon of a Faun (Figure 10 ).
In sum, parametric scales are organized cognitive spaces wherein listeners aesthetically ''travel'' and where composers discover and rediscover the organized creative potential of the cultural materials of their music. Scaled parameters do not have proscribed beginnings and endings, though they often seem that way when we FIGURE 2. From left to right on this generalized parametric scale, elements move implicatively from weak to strong and formally from similarity to differentiation. Right to left produces the opposite functional and formal effects. All parametric scales move in both directions and display the same functions and forms.
theoretically construct or discuss them. In reality, parametric content is cognitively constructed and reconstructed during a composition, just as interpretation, perception, cognition, and aesthetic experience proceed in real time. Yet all parametric scales in the I-R model exhibit one overall theoretical design, as shown in Figure 2, whether they are basically simplex in nature (e.g., in dynamics, tempo, meter, rate, scale-step, etc.) or complexly deployed (e.g., cast within the registrally triplexed scale of melody or defined by the numerous variables of harmony).
The Parametric Scales of Melody REGISTRAL DIRECTION
As a parameter, melody is unique because even its simplest scale-registral direction-is triplex in nature. Melodic registral direction can ascend (to higher pitches), descend (to lower ones), or move laterally (by repeated tones).
Deployed from left to right, these three registral motions traverse from (1) a weakly implicative repeated level pitch to (2) a slightly stronger (but still relatively weak) descending motion to (3) a moderately strong ascending direction. In a functional context the bottom-up scale of registral direction ( Figure 3 ) extends from closing on the far left (the unison) to the stronger nonclosural tendencies on the right. (One obvious outcome of this in compositional practice is the anticipatory closural unison at cadences.)
Registral direction in melody allows for ongoing continuations in processes (ascending P, descending P, and lateral duplications, D). The hypothesis of process (P, P) and duplication (D) is founded on Gestalt laws (proximity, similarity, and common fate, as formulated in Koffka, 1935, and Kohler, 1947) . Reversals are more various (up/down R; down/up R; up/lateral R; down/ lateral R; lateral/up R; and lateral/down R). This is because reversals always entail two different registral directions. Turning points are sharper in up/down and down/up than in lateral motion and immediately draw attention. I shall return to this point shortly. Reversal (R, R) is a concept dating back to Greek drama. But as a foundational perceptual principle in music studies, it is just as important as any Gestalt law. Indeed, I believe that reversal is an essential concept in every domain of communication.
COMBINATIONS AND CHAINS: DOUBLE FUNCTIONING
Structural combinations of a melodic process (three or more tones) coupled to a reversal (three tones) occur most commonly via shared intervals rather than through single interlocking pitches. When an ascending process of three (or more) tones combines with a descending reversal of three notes (PR), at least one interval is shared, the last rising interval being the terminal realization of the process and becoming in retrospect the shared initial interval of the reversal (the third interval FIGURE 3. In melody, registral direction is a triplex phenomenon involving lateral, descending, and ascending motions (in any scaled, implicative order). Because registral directions are absolute states, any reversal from one registral direction to another creates (1) an articulative end point of the initial direction while simultaneously (2) generates a new implication in another direction (see also Figure 4 ). Left-to-right motions are slightly more open than those from right-to-left.
being the realization of the reversal). RP is also common: two intervals for the realization of the reversal, the last interval of which becomes the initial implicative interval for the realized processive continuation (three or more tones). Larger chains of three of more different melodic structures (theoretically infinite in number) are also possible. In such cases, melodic Ps and Rs always involve consecutive interval sharing (chained structures will be exemplified below).
The double-functioning seen in Figure 4 demonstrates how melodic parametric scales increase complexity by joining a reversal to a process (RÀP* or RÀP*). Such duality is characteristic of all perceptual coding and recoding and thus always multi-representational to ensure the accuracy of signal acquisition (Christiansen & Chater, 2015) . Because the melodic parametric scale is registrally triplex in nature, any reversal of registral direction always entails the activation of an implication in the reversed direction (whether down, up, or lateral).
In effect, what is a motion-left reversal in one registral direction becomes a motion-right implication in the new registral direction. This means that a closural reversal (by definition motion-left), which causes a differentiated drop (ab) in implication (e.g., from a large to a small interval), nevertheless always generates some implication of continuation in the new registral direction. Even if the closural aspect of the melodic reversal is congruently supported by closing parametric differentiations in other dimensions (such as strong meter, resolution of dissonance, textural simplification, and, most commonly, differentiated durational cumulation), the suppressed implication of the new registral direction will remain embedded in the reversed tone, often influencing what follows (again see Figure 4 ; see also Narmour, 1991b ).
REVERSAL
The probability of large leaps reversing to smaller intervals-what psychologists call post-skip reversalshas been a device of melodic composition since the interval (a point of articulation) tend to close because of the contrasting drop in implication. However, the continuing implication of the small interval remains embedded (as an arrow) in the reversing tone and may exercise a post-reversal influence on later melodic developments. (c) This accounts for the melodic phenomenon of "gap filling" (Meyer, 1956 (Meyer, , 1973 . counterpoint of the high Renaissance (1500). The pattern was investigated early on in psychology (Watt, 1924) . In corpus studies it has been shown to operate across both Western and non-Western musics. von Hippel (2002) and von Hippel and Huron (2000) believe that reversal may be a learned function based on regressing to the mean (small intervals being more numerous in a given gamut than large ones). Given that many traditional melodies stay within the octave gamut, (give or take a few tones), large intervals have less space within which to operate and replicate. The author's explanation is intriguing, but another reason explored in Narmour (1990) is that of low and high tessitura: melodies tend to turn around when such points are reached, whether vocally or instrumentally or whether by a leap or a series of steps. Moreover, as I will show below ( Figure 24 ), there are many contemporary melodies that significantly (and routinely) exceed octave confines. Such larger ranges afford melodic structures that span two or more octaves and furthermore display many large intervals (fifths, sixths, etc. inside the octave) to close the reversals. This suggests that reversal may be an inborn cognitive structure needing no a posteriori referential mean learned from exposure to a stylistic corpus.
The P*R0P* melodic chain of three structures (an extended arch of up/reverse/down) seems to be a common overall shape in music as well, at least in European music (Huron, 1996) , possibly because in certain corpora steps are more likely to descend, whereas skips are more likely to ascend (Huron, 2006) . According to a statistical study by Ammirante and Russo (2015) , skips in this repertory seem to occur most often in a low register, not only staying within a given melodic ambit but in doing so mimicking speech contours, which rise quickly and then fall slowly (and inevitably) at sentence completion. Deutsch (2013) has suggested that these shapes (P*R0P*) may have been laid down in infant development and perhaps derive from the common paralinguistic contours of speech directed toward soothing infants. Other studies conclude instead that reversal is not inborn (Schellenberg, Adachi, Purdy, & McKinnon, 2002) but rather learned (Patel, 2008; Vos & Troost, 1989) as an archetypal schema (stylistically described by Meyer, 1956 Meyer, , 1973 Meyer, , 1989 Meyer, , 2000 Narmour, 1990; Rosner & Meyer, 1982 .
REGISTRAL DIRECTION, TENSION, AND AFFECT
In melodic processes, all changes of registral direction (reversals) are disruptive on the surface, but some sudden shifts create more discontinuity than others (re Figure 3) . All things being equal, an interruption of a lateral motion by a rising or falling line requires less cognitive energy than a rapid shift from an ascending line to a descending one (or vice versa). Lateral motion, after all, lies exactly between rising and falling (as a kind of null state). As said, going from up to down or from down to up constitutes a more noticeable reversal than lateral to down or lateral to up.
Furthermore, given that ascending melodic implications are potentially slightly stronger than descending ones (see Figure 5) , up has the quality of growth (perhaps even acceleration), whereas down has the quality of pulling away (Eitan, 2013) . In any event, the perceptual change from up to down probably makes for a less tense sense of directional modulation than down to up. That is, stronger-to-weaker registral implications ramp downward, which is more relaxing and requires less cognitive energy to process than the opposite of ramping upward, which is slightly more tense in that it is more implicative. Hence lateral/down is less disruptive than lateral/up. From the point of view of the decrease in tension, lateral/down is more susceptible to closing than lateral/up, which seems comparatively more open, brighter (and perhaps lighter), thus requiring increased attention.
This may account for the observation that rising lines tend to be performed slightly louder than descending ones (Narmour, 1988) , as has been observed by theorists and psychologists on many occasions. It may also be why rising tones sung more softly (and thus noncongruently) will tend on the whole to produce more affect. Moreover, descending melodic intervals at cadences are more ''natural'' than ascending intervals because the former are implicatively weaker in terms of registral direction (re: scale-steps 2-1 vs. 7-8)-all this based on the theory of the triplex scale (Figure 3 ). Like low, loud speaking, loud descending singing-from an emotional, affective point of view-creates very strong tension (Granot & Eitan, 2011) , partly because it goes noncongruently against the closing of a falling line.
We must take many things into consideration when we explain registral interruptions, registral changes, and registral modulations in ongoing melodic contours. Accordingly, we must also plan musical interpretations around events of registral change. As will be emphasized throughout this article, melody with its triplex registral directions creates a very subtle, albeit highly dynamic dimension. Figure 5 shows the parametric scale for melodic intervals. As said, many scholars and musicians have felt that ongoing rising patterns are somewhat more implicative than descending ones. But registral descents in developmental musical contexts or in other ongoing dramatic passages can be just as powerful as lines of ascent (all the more so if there is a noncongruent increase in loudness). In the bottom-up scaling of melodic intervals in I-R theory ( Figure 5 ), descending intervals are slightly offset to the left of their ascending counterparts (and are coded in italics as opposed to the roman type used in ascending intervals). This symbological distinction reminds us that descending intervals are slightly less implicative than ascending ones (all other things being equal). I shall have more to say about ascending and descending leaps later on (revising the theory found in Narmour, 1990) .
THE INTERVALLIC SCALE
From Figure 5 we see that small intervals tend to imply continuity (Meyer, 1973; Narmour, 1974 Narmour, , 1989 Narmour, , 1990 Narmour, , 1991a Narmour, , 1992 , which is now backed by empirical data, and that large ones tend to imply reversal (Meyer, 1973; Narmour, 1974 Narmour, , 1989 Narmour, , 1990 Narmour, , 1991a Narmour, , 1992 . Rising and falling melodic intervals are categorical, and as such they are so perceived by both trained (anchor prone) and untrained (magnet prone) listeners (Aruffo, Goldstone, & Earn, 2014) , whether they have perfect or relative pitch (intervals can be significantly out of tune and still be recognized as belonging to a category; see Vurma & Ross, 2005) . I-R theory thus does not depend on listeners being able to identify (or to name) discrete intervals (few people other than trained musicians are proficient at this, and those with perfect pitch excel at it; see Dooley & Deutsch, 2011) . To follow contiguous melodic implications and realizations from the bottom-up requires only basic perceptions of proximity/nonproximity and similarity/difference of pitch (whether lateral, down, or up) and interval (whether small, medium, or large). (For probabilistic computational models of melodic interval and pitch, see Temperley's, 2013, discussion) Revising the Symbols to Achieve Analytical Symmetry
AN ANALYTICAL EXAMPLE
Formulating a unified theory of scaled, analogical, isomorphic structures to explain the dimensions of music (Narmour, 1989 (Narmour, , 1990 (Narmour, , 1991a has been a goal of the I-R model since its inception (Narmour 1977 (Narmour , 1984 . Those familiar with the I-R model will recognize below numerous and extensive changes to the analytical symbols. Given the identification of twenty-six independent parameters (Figure 1) , the model's separate parametric approach encounters an immense number of combinatorial interrelationships (all the more so inasmuch as parametric relationships have to be evaluated per voice).
To deal with this explosion of information, the original symbology constructed for analyzing melody alone (Narmour, 1989 (Narmour, , 1990 (Narmour, , 1992 A major drawback in the old symbols was that they were asymmetric and inconsistent in nature. For example, VP (which originally stood for ''vector process'') continued direction, as did P in a regular process, whereas IP (for ''intervallic process'') changed direction. Thus P meant two different things. VR for ''vector reversal'' changed direction, as did R for reversal; but IR (for ''intervallic reversal'') continued direction (and so forth). These and other inconsistencies called for a reconception and a renaming of the symbols.
Using the newly crafted, more economical symbols, Figure 6 shows how the analytical theory parses a simple melody. The brackets above the staff outline the initial and terminal anchors of each melodic structure in terms of primacy and recency. The symbols P and R stand for process (realized continuation) and reversal (realized change of registral direction), respectively. The signs define the melodic content of the realized structures.
(1) The zero sign (0) stands for same intervallic content (aa); (2) the tilde sign (*) denotes similar (aa v ) intervallic content (as defined in Figure 5 , the intervallic parametric scale of melody); the subscript v stands for ''variant''; (3) the minus sign (À) signals differentiated (ab) content with a closing tendency (i.e., a drop in implication); and (4) the plus sign (þ) points to differentiated content (ab) that increases degree of implication (i.e., an ''opening'' tendency as opposed to a ''closing'' one). I shall discuss later the scale-step structuration (ss) below the staff.
The parentheses refer to analogous, isomorphic realizations that emerge retrospectively (i.e., initially not expected but a posteriori recognized), whether refreshing an experienced listener's memory or introducing an uninitiated participant to the intraopus repetitions found in a given style. The underlined structure refers to a realization whose initial or terminal interval is a lateral motion (i.e., involves repeated notes), which must be FIGURE 6. A hierarchical analysis of "Sing a Song of Six Pence" (nursery rhyme). Symbols: (ar) ¼ articulated; (x) ¼ weak dissonance (caused by implied harmony). (Sung lyrics would produce a more articulated set of structures, i.e., more brackets). Note the mirror structure on the half-note level in mm. 1-8 (see text). Scale-step motion in mm. 7-8 oscillates from nongoal to goal; the ssP*R-structure at the very end breaks the oscillation which allows the affect on the closing ascent.
distinguished from up and down reversals. Accordingly ascending registral directions are differently symbolized from descending registral directions, which, as shown throughout, are coded in roman symbols to indicate ascending structures (P, R) and in italic type to indicate descending ones (P, R). The signs (0, *, þ, À) greatly simplify the analysis and make comparison and interpretation of the abbreviated letters (P, D, R, aba) much easier than those of the original model (once students learn the rules of grouping, they can apply the brackets with the correct symbols in a very short time). In general, parametric scaling in music is largely a bottom-up hierarchical property, but it also exists as a top-down, phenomenon, most notably in the learned, functional scale-steps of tonal style. Internalized pitch functions emerge as a simplex parametric scale in the FIGURE 7a. Former names and structural symbols of the I-R model contrasted with new names and revised symbols. Observe the improvement in symbolic symmetry and the conspicuous simplification of the symbols (P, D, R, aba), owing to the attachment of the four math signs (0, *, þ, À), which allows for isomorphic structural analogs between different parameters.
1 Krumhansl's (1991b) discussion of the I-R model and her twodimensional display of its principles and rules (1995b) were of signal influence in helping to disseminate I-R theory and to make it empirically attractive to the field of cognitive psychology. From this beginning, many experiments based on the I-R model ensued (e.g., Cuddy & Lunney, 1995; Krumhansl, 1991b Krumhansl, , 1995a Krumhansl, , 1995b Krumhansl, , 1997 Krumhansl et al., 2000; Pearce & Wiggins, 2006; Schellenberg 1996 Schellenberg , 1997 Schellenberg et al., 2002; Schmuckler, 1989; Thompson, Balkwill, & Vernescu, 2000; Thompson, Cuddy, & Plaus, 1997; Thompson & Stanton, 1998) . For other important studies on melodic implication, see Carlsen (1981) , Larson (2004) , Margulis (2005) , and Unyk and Carlsen (1987) . following way. As shown in column 2, line 4, of Figure 1 , the bottom-up melodic parameter of pitch class (octave equivalences or chromas) stylistically morphs into an internalized dimension of hierarchical scale-steps (ss) within a mode or a key, regardless of octave (column 3, line 2). This is why scale-step is forever linked with pitch class.
Scaled hierarchical relationships have been represented as recurrent circles since the Baroque (where diatonic fifths and thirds lie relatively close to the tonic, while surrounding key modulations circulate farther away). Contemporary scholarship has proposed various improvements by organizing such relationships as charts, matrices, double helixes, toroids, and inverted cones (see, e.g., the historical summary in Lerdahl, 2001, Chapter 2) . In melody in the I-R model I prefer to scale internalized pitch functions in a linear arrangement, from stable to unstable (Figure 9 ), which is a kind of ''flat'' hierarchy (Simon, 1969) . This allows for structural realizations of process (P) and reversal (R) vis-à-vis the hypothesized linear scalings of isomorphic analogues in other parameters in the I-R model. The scale-step ranking (ss) of Figure 9 is grounded by empirical data found in Krumhansl and Kessler's (1982) geometrical cone (reproduced in Krumhansl, 1990b) .
2 It is also friendly to Lerdahl's (2001) theory of algebraic pitch space, anticipated by Deutsch and Feroe (1981;  for other recent geometric models, see Tymoczko, 2011) .
The I-R model's conception of scale-steps is divided into goal notes, nongoal notes, mobile notes, and nondiatonic chromatic notes (Narmour, 1990 , after Meyer, 1956 , 1973 . The chromatic segment (far right) violates the prevailing diatonic tonal pitch set (the spacing between the elements, however, is not a metric representation but rather a conceptual one). All such scalings, including those of the present article, are idealistic. Inexperienced listeners may not map exactly the scale-step structuration analytically presented in Figure 9 , but if the tonal key is unambiguous, those steeped in tonal music will generally perceive the general functions of goals, nongoals, and mobile notes, albeit unconsciously. 2 The cone diagram originates from Krumhansl's (1979) article, which is slightly different from the cone in Krumhansl and Kessler's publication of 1982 (cf. the positions of the leading tones). Of equal interest is the difference between scale-step representations in major and minor keys, as discussed below (see Krumhansl's, 1990b , summary, based on Krumhansl & Kessler, 1982 .
Observe that the top-down, learned scale-step scale in a major key (Figure 9 ) has the same epistemological structure as found in the general model (Figure 2 ), in the triplex scale of registral direction (Figure 3) , and in the parametric scale of melodic intervals ( Figure 5 ). The syntactic structures of scale-step are similarly structured as well (i.e., in Ps and Rs). Hence, in moving from left to right on the scale-step major scale (Figure 9 ), the degree of implication increases, whereas in moving from right to left, implication decreases. Incremental processes can be realized as either motion-right ssP* or motion-left ssP* (roman type for nonclosural tendencies, italics for closing tendencies; the prefix ss stands for ''scale-step'').
An example of a motion-right process (ssP*) in C-major would be C-E-D-B (ignoring pitch height), where the listener senses growing nonclosure in a scale-step succession of contiguous groupings (goal notes, nongoal note, mobile note). An example of motion-left process (ssP*) would be F-D-G-C (showing a contiguous sequential weakening of implication and concomitantly an increase toward closure). Reversal realizations-where leaps instead of small intervals occur-would have the same potential. An italicized ssRÀ would be E-B-C (spatially differentiated elements (ab), right to left). The strong implication to reverse to a firm closure occurs because the mobile-tone B is differentiated in function and because a ''leap'' from the medial E signals prospection (note the lack of parentheses). The scale-step sequence of A-D-A would create ss(R0) (small adjacent intervals first to the left and then back to right; note the roman type in the parentheses, which denotes retrospection and the use of small intervals). The scalar movement ending on the submediant is thus somewhat open while also creating a scale-step return (aba).
How scale-step illuminates movement within form can be seen in Figure 6 earlier (under the staff). There, measures 3-4 create a sequential variant of measures 1-2, but what accounts for the charming sense of musical dialogue is that measures 3-4 mirror the preceding scale-step movement in measure 1-2, as if the second motivic scale-step were directly responding to the first motive, face to face. Considering in measures 1-2 only the structural tones on the half-note level (vertical uprights), we see that a G-C dyad closes on the low tonic (ssB*) before combining with the reversal of C-B-F (the ssRÀ under the staff; when structures are combined, the ''ss'' is not repeated in the analysis). The F keeps the phrase open. In contrast, in measures 3-4 it is the ssRÀ (F-B-G) that occurs first and then combines with G-E (the dyad B*; ''B'' meaning ''binary''). The goal-note of the third degree is stable but slightly less so than the fifth degree). Structural tones, in other words, are ''lossy'' cognitive compressions recoding and integrating lower-level detail (Christiansen & Chater, 2015) .
IMPINGEMENTS ON SCALE-STEP
The functional content of scale-steps is a result of hierarchical ranking. Inasmuch as such functions constitute a learned, internalized top-down system, it is not unusual for bottom-up pitch properties to impinge on scale-step ranking (discussed by Bharucha, 1984; Krumhansl, 1990b; and Lerdahl, 2001 , among many others). Other than pitch-class proximity (a Gestalt property), implied consonance or dissonance via the invocation of top-down harmonic syntax can also impact melodic scale-step. For despite the differences in scale-step instability and stability, B, D, and C are always heard as proximate in terms of pitch class. Our sense of a strong tonal movement also occurs when a leading tone goes to a tonic because the seventh degree lies at the threshold of instability, near where nondiatonic, chromatic tones reside. In terms of scale-step space the issue concerns a differentiated scale-step distance between the leadingtone B and the tonic C, which is as far as one can get, diatonically speaking, whereas in terms of pitch proximity B to C is as intervallically close as one can be. Contextually, this is why the melodic movement of leading tone to tonic feels ''dramatic.'' It satisfies the close and the far. In the in the last bar of Figure 6 above, the leading tone ''pops out'' as an articulation (ar) and strongly closes on the C, not only because the scalestep sequence creates a unique scale-step structure (G-A-B-C ¼ ssP*RÀ) but also because B is so close to C and ''wants'' to move toward it (note how structurally different a retrograde scale-step sequence of C-B-A-G would be: ssRÀP*, in effect a ''leap'' of C-B implying a reversing ''gap fill'' of B-A-G).
In addition, melody by itself creates an implied harmonic context. After a melodic stimulus has terminated, its pitch does not immediately die out. Instead, such tones momentarily linger as residual reverberations in the buffers of our memory and produce a fleeting sense of there having been a harmonic simultaneity (a two-or three-note verticality). For example, a melodic C-E sequence is momentarily perceived as a consonance of a major third; likewise, a C-D succession crosses the brain as a brief dissonance of a minor second (Thompson, 2013) . Contrary to popular belief among historical theorists and musicologists, it is not the case that harmony creates melody, but rather that harmony stems from melody through heterophonic reverberations in the cochlear region and in short-term, hard-wired, working melodic memory. This takes nothing away from the spectacular cultural evolution of harmony as an independent parameter in Western music, where harmonic schemas organized around a chordal syntax independently and profoundly shape melodic implication and realization (Gjerdingen, 2007) . There is no question that harmonic implications play a decisive role in the ranked stability and instability of melodic scale-steps. But these are only strong impingements because melody is a separate parameter. Unlike a traditional harmonic context where a realized mediant (degree 3) often functions as a nongoal note because of its association with the minor chord (iii), degree 3 in melody is a goal-note because of its association with the other melodic goal-notes (degrees 1 and 5), suggesting a tonic triad because of the nature of our inner ear and from our residual melodic memory.
The parametric scale of scale-steps in a major key ( Figure 9 ) displays other such contingencies. For example (continuing in C major), F, as a melodic nongoal note, ''leans'' toward goal note E (on the third degree) because of its half-note pitch-class proximity to it, a melodic goal-note in a major key. But in a harmonic ranking of scale-step, the F chord, which is major triad (IV), is a stable, bona fide goal-note chord, geometrically sitting alongside the dominant V and the tonic I, the other vertically stable major chords in a major key (Krumhansl, 1990b) . As to other melodic nongoal notes, the supertonic (degree 2) is slightly less open than the submediant nongoal (degree 6), the parallel spatial impingement being that pitch-class D is proximate to C (the tonic, degree 1); similarly, pitch-class A (degree 6) is close to the dominant G (degree 5, a melodic and a harmonic goal-note).
A Pre-Modern Passage from Debussy WITHHOLDING THE KEY: A DIMENSIONAL DESCRIPTION
For scale-steps to interact with other parameters, key and mode (major or minor) must be unambiguous, which is often not the case. Indeed, toying with the reveal of the key is an important aesthetic game, a common strategy to keep listeners engaged and off balance. Consider the scale-step succession from the opening of Debussy's Afternoon of a Faun (Figure 10 ). The melodic motives of the solo flute in measures 1 and 2 appear as quasi inversions (down-up-down-up) . But the beginning moments are tonally enigmatic as the local key is held in abeyance (presumably the coy faun is covering up his identity). Indeed, listeners are likely to hear the unhurried melodic gestures (the up and down lines without accompaniment) as chromatic and thus tonally unclear, by which I do not mean that Debussy's music here is atonal, but neither is it completely tonal, lying somewhere in between, and thus unsettling. Moreover, the ongoing melodic processes (down-updown-up) tend to override the submetric articulations, negating meter's ability to create goal-note pitch prominence on the short, ongoing small intervals.
To be more specific, Debussy's modus operandi at the beginning of Figure 10 is to hint at possible keys and then subtly dismiss them from contention. Numerous, weakly suggested keys appear with variously false cues. Other than pitch set and pitch sequence, there are, of course, many ways for compositions to suggest a key. Among them are specific intervals (whether rare ones such as the tritone or ascending fourths or descending fifths), specific pitch property (proximity, grouping, transition, combination, sequence, salience), and specific functions (first and last tones)-all covered in Matsunaga and Abe (2005) and discussed below with respect to Figure 10 .
For example, the initially descending C -B-A in Figure 10 might momentarily imply F major (scalesteps 5-4-3) or F minor if A is heard as a dissonance (perhaps C -B-B ?). If we accept A as a passing chromatic tone, then perhaps even A-major could enter the auditory picture: C B-B -A-G ( . . . F E). Even though half-steps, which are ''rare'' in diatonic keys, and pitch proximity are often dependable cues for identifying tonality, they are of little help in the descent here. In the descending motives the dotted C s envelop both the descending, durationally counter-cumulative B and the succeeding, slightly accelerated triplet, which subtly links the single major seconds (C -B) to three chromatic minor seconds. Moreover, the arrival of the cumulative, unexpected G on the third beat, forming a structural tritone with the lengthened, initial Cs on the down beats, dispels all descending half-step speculations as to there being a defining tonality at this point.
It has been said that tritones, as ''rare'' intervals (Brown, Butler, & Jones, 1994) can help identify a key by expanding or contracting the tritone to move to more stable tones, whose C -G in Figure 10 would, upon contracting to D and F , raise the possibility of D-major or B-minor (a D-major seventh chord does become important in the second statement of the theme in m. 11). On the other hand, expanding, the interval could produce B and G , suggesting the possibility of C minor. But no contraction or expansion overtly occurs here, for Debussy leaves the C -G hanging. This hint of a clear key thus goes unfulfilled. (E-minor is also possible, but the G later in measure 3 will negate that.) Of course, those looking at the score (and having rudimentary analytical expertise) will tend not to entertain any tonal options except C -minor or E-major because the key signature (four sharps) indicates that the piece will unfold in one of these keys (or perhaps in both). Many analyses in music theory are based wholly on such a priori knowledge, as if the Debussy piece could best be appreciated by gaining pre-performance information concerning the key signature, as if musical meaning could best be understood through the compositional knowledge notated in the score. Such is Salzer's (1962) Schenkerian analysis of ''structural hearing,'' where the prominent C s are mere neighboring tones, which necessitates plucking the Bs out of the enveloped linear patterns as prolongations of the fifth degree in order to conjure up an E in the bass and then retrospectively reduce the whole opening gesture to a tonic E-major chord).
Musical meaning, however, takes place in time; it resides in the now. To gain psychological understanding Debussy means for us to hear the music feed-forward, from implication to realization. The internalized system of scale-step hierarchy achieves aesthetic power only when parametric scaling takes the static theory of scale-steps (as hypothesized in Figures 9 and 11 ) and inserts them into a dynamic temporal world, one populated with purposeful scale-step (ss) processes (P), reversals (R), duplications (D), and returns (aba) in order to experience (rather than to determine) whether the structural content is ambiguous (mm. 1-2) or unequivocal (m. 3).
One reason to consider C -minor as the focal key at the start of Debussy's piece is imply that C thrice occurs as a prominent tone (mm 1, 2, and 3), and we know that statistical recurrence and recent exposure are common distributional, probabilistic causes of key establishment (Krumhansl, 1990b; Krumhansl & Kessler, 1982; Oram & Cuddy, 1995; Schmuckler 1989; Temperley, 2001; Temperley & Marvin, 2008) . Further, recurrence whets our implicative appetite that something (like C ) will emerge as a tonic (Cuddy & Lunney, 1995) , as does the sense of C as the last tone of a sequence (Cuddy, Cohen, & Mewhort, 1981; Dowling, 1991; Parncutt & Bregman, 2000) . Of course, G returns as well, but only twice. Austin's (1966, p. 75 ) description crystalizes the situation: ''In the opening phrase of melody the first and last notes [C three times and G twice] are especially memorable. Neither of them sounds like a tonic, a suitable resting point, but they are not clearly subordinated to the note that ultimately proves to be the tonic, E or to any other note. They do not point ahead. They hang in our memories uncertainly. They seem to vibrate with uncertainty.''
SCALE-STEPS IN THE MINOR SCALE ACCORDING TO THE I-R MODEL
The tonal opening of Debussy's composition is continuously open and obscure and thus quite modernist in style. But C -minor as a local key nevertheless becomes completely grounded in measure 3 with the contiguous melodic sequence of C -D -G -E and the discontiguous time-tagged process (PT) of C -D -E (see the reduction in the third staff of Figure 10 ). And if we collect and order all the pitches according to that key up to the middle of measure 3, we acquire a large but carefully chosen pitch set: C -D -E-G (flatted fifth)-G (normal fifth)-A (normal sixth)-A (sharped sixth)-B (lowered seventh)-B (sharped seventh)-C . Missing are three tones, D , F , and F (a conspicuously absent sub-dominant). It is no wonder that listeners hear measures 1-2 as highly chromatic and the tonality as unsettled, no wonder that they welcome the clarity afforded in measure 3, and no wonder that psychologists have had so much difficulty in writing airtight key-finding algorithms for the minor mode (Albrecht & Shanahan, 2013) .
Significantly, we can accept C -minor as the tonic key if we allow measures 1-2 to be ruled by a scale-step of a flatted fifth. This is because on a higher level the oscillation between C and G (mm. 1-3) create melodic scalestep reversal structures, namely, two ss(RÀ)s (see the analysis above the third staff in Figure 10 ). That is, on a higher level the salient structural-tone G reverses motion left to the putative tonic C , and it does so twice (pitch salience being a tonal cue; see Huron & Parncutt, 1993) . In addition, closural reversals and different melodic reversals (R0s) below the staff make the repeated tritones structural. These are underscored by exact registral returns (aba), all of which only strengthen the structural role that the tritone plays in the murky tonality of the opening phrase. The exact repetition is essential because it reinforces the sense of ambiguity that we feel in the first bar and suppresses any hope from measure 1 that the ambiguity is a momentary anomaly.
How specifically, then, do we parametrically rank such a large collection of tones (nine out of twelve). More generally, how different from the major mode (Figure 9 ) is the ranking of a nine-toned minor scale in the I-R model? I theorize that the extended minor mode in Figure 11 occurs in four regions-goal tones, nongoal tones, mobile tones, and nondiatonic (chromatic) tones. By comparison with the major mode, there are a few differences in the second region, the nongoals. The third degree is more stable than the fifth degree (re: Krumhansl & Kessler's, 1982 , idealized multidimensional cone), and the nongoal tones are differently distributed as well (degrees 6, 4, and 2 vs. 2, 6, and 4 in the major mode). These differences are of little importance to listeners who generally group tonal functions just according to goal notes and nongoal notes. But the contrasting differences between diatonic and chromatic mobile tones are more aurally salient (cf. Figures 9 and 11 ).
DEBUSSY'S COGNITIVE CONSTRUCTION OF A TONAL HIERARCHY
In terms of implication and realization, the analysis of the Debussy reveals how scale-step (ss) structures (upper brackets and symbols in Figure 10 ) impact the structural course of the melody (lower brackets and symbols). Although the initial key is purposely obscure, I have pointed out that in the first measure we sense a smoothly descending melodic process (P) with subtle shifts of intervallic similarity (*) alternated with both replicated descending minor and ascending major seconds (0), which overall structurally constitute a discrete combination of P*0 (bracket underneath, m. 1). This, however, is in marked contrast to the scale-step motion (ss) where key ambiguity and the quick chromatic change on the manifest level disallow any strong perception of a pitch hierarchy. That is, there is no perceptual or cognitive possibility that listeners would or could entertain the manifold key possibilities discussed above, theoretical and rhetorical as they were. The reasoning is that the fluctuation between one whole-step and three chromatic steps offers the listener, during the time allotted, no chance to construct a scale-step hierarchy.
Thus in the first half of the initial motive (first two beats, m. 1) I analyze the scale-step grouping (ss) as a strong, continuously retrospective process [(ssPþ)] grouping unstable tones and chromatic tones as an uncertain clump, whose functions pool and fluctuate on the far-right region of the scale-step parametric scale (see the upper bracket above the staff, and note the parentheses which signify that this strong process is retrospectively unexpected). That is, the single ss(Pþ) to represent five descending tones attests to the fact that the lack of a clear tonality prevents the listener from constructing a scale-step hierarchy, which prevents any perception of reversing scale-steps. The chromaticism is thus not in a steady-state but rather in a key-tantalizing dither. This is the genius of Debussy's choice of pitches. They maintain our interest for the moment while giving us little from which to construct a scale-step hierarchy except the ambiguously hanging tritones.
This chromatic scale-step dither durationally closes on the G (which, as we saw, may later be construed as a flatted fifth in C -minor). This tone, which is a surprise, asserts its strongly implicative, scale-step instability (farthest right on the scale-step scale; see Figure  11 ), and it may sound to some like an implied harmonic dissonance, but the following, rising, sixteenthnote A is not heard as a resolution (moreover, Debussy's notation of G shows that he is not thinking of F ).
With the slower rate of the rising motive on beat 3 (without triplet), the scale-step motion of the ascending melodic gesture does something surprising: by contrast, it realizes a much more tonality differentiated structure, resulting in two reversals surrounding a process-an ssR*P*RÀ, all grouped together in one chain (Narmour, 1992 ; on the importance of proximity grouping and pitch combinations on tonality, see Deutsch, 1984 Deutsch, , 1999 . Here, in the second part of the first motive and into bar 2, the listener, feeling some relief, momentary begins to construct a scale-step hierarchy based on Cminor. Again, rhythmic cumulation (on the tied dotted quarter-note) stresses the closure. Hence prospective reversal (ssRÀ) is achieved (the minus sign stands for the drop in implication, ergo the closure).
CONGRUENCE AND NONCONGRUENCE (MEASURE 3-4)
Scale-step structuration is much more dynamic than the two melodic processes of registral direction (P*0 | P*) suggest (below the first staff). This is because the melodic parameter (registral direction, Figure 3 ) and the scale-step parameter (Figure 11 ) are noncongruent throughout. Specifically, during beats 1-2 scale-step moves toward strong nonclosure [ssPþ] while melodic registral direction (P*0) realizes closure (descent). Inversely, on beat 3 (m. 1) scale-step along with duration strongly realizes some closure on ss(RÀ), while a rising melodic registral direction (P*) creates nonclosure. This interparametric, cognitive mismatching together with the ambiguity of key suffuses Debussy's composition with intense affect (both registral direction and scale-step exemplifying the dimension of melody at work; recall Figure 1) .
In the schematic analysis below the music of Figure 10 (staff 3), I have supplied a schematic overview of all four bars. On the bar level we comprehend the importance of the swaying returns between the C s and G s (Austin's hanging uncertainly in our memories) and the symmetrical reversals (both (R0) and ssRÀ) underscoring the tritonal functions which obscure C -minor as the local key (on tritones in this regard, see Krumhansl & Schmuckler, 1986) . However, no such obscurity continues in the first two beats of measure 3. Just as soon as C -minor emerges (with the D -G leap), an optimistic modulation to the E-major melodic triad brightens the mood (fourths and fifths are important cues in determining tonality; see Vos, 2000) . The new key resets the scale-step function, finally achieving the stability that the unsettled motivic repetitions of measures 1-2 were searching for. This is captured by the dovetailing analytical slurs at the bottom of Figure 10 .
Scale-step (ss) and melodic structures of measure 3 are shown on the second staff (above and below the music, respectively). Again parametric noncongruence is the rule (meaning that two parameters are not functionally coordinated). On staff two the ss(R*)P* is countered by P*(R*) in the melody. In the next pattern the weak ss(R*) opposes the closural RÀ in the melody (the implication ends owing to the strong durational cumulation on the B). No sooner has this unequivocal E-major gesture settled in than (1) an ssPþ, (2) an unexpected harmonic chord, and (3) a dynamic accent (>) occur. These three events culminate the crescendo begun in measure 3 on the unexpected, nondiatonic melodic A (m. 4). Here too noncongruence between scale-step and melody is found, though the functions are inverted this time: a strongly implicative ssPþ versus a closural melodic (R*), the latter of which is again abetted by the strongest cumulative duration yet, providing the climactic affect of the entire phrase.
This first chord in the work is technically a vii 7 /V, a half-diminished seventh chord with a dominant function once removed from the tonic key of E-major, but its function in this regard does not immediately come to pass. It is implicatively differentiated (ab) toward nonclosure (vertically), and the isolated chord functions as a harmonic monad, h(M). The sudden change of expectation, the openness of which is stressed by the dramatic, accented insertion of an isolated event outside of E-major, plunges the listener back into a tonal world of uncertainty. All this sums up the difference in melodic content between the two phrases-measures 1-2 being all steps and processes, measures 3-4 emphasizing mostly contrasting skips and reversals. (Introducing reversals first and then following with processes is also a common compositional strategy and may be seen in Figure 6 above.)
An Implicative Theory of Durational Events
METRIC IMPINGEMENTS
We have attested to the importance of cumulative (short-long) and counter-cumulative (long-short) patterns with reference to scale-step and melodic structuration in the Debussy example (Figure 10 ). Just as melodic pitch makes use of seven parameters (interval, pitch proximity, pitch height, pitch class, registral direction, streaming, and voice motion; recall Figure 1 ), so timing breaks into durational implications of length, rate, speed, pace, tempo, and meter. Duration, of course, is, not to be confused with tempo and meter, nor is the speed of durational elements to be confused with tempo (Epstein, 1995) . It is difficult to keep all these clear because they are so closely intertwined in determining the dimension of rhythm (which strongly shapes the dimension of melody).
Measuring the degree of cumulation or countercumulation often depends on the apprehension of a metric grid (a timing template or a matrix). A durational element occurring before the beat will be more likely construed as counter-cumulative than one on the beat, which often coincides with the beginning of a new durational pattern and the termination of a previous one (Cao, Lotstein, & Johnson-Laird, 2014 ). Thus meter not only parses information into conveniently-sized perceptual packets; it also directs our attention toward signals that synchronistically confirm frameworks of expectation (Hasty, 1997; Jones, 1992 , Jones & Boltz, 1989 Large & Jones, 1999; London, 2004) . Further, it highlights incoming stimuli that violate the expected metric entrainment so as to activate an appraisal of cognitive affect. Whether duple, triple, or a composite of the two, meter thus successively constructs the temporal space within which duration operates. In short, it identifies and defines every point of location within a musical passage of time (whether before, after, or on the beat). Because of metric focus, music is rife with dynamic attending (Jones, 1989 (Jones, , 1990 ).
Recognition of a given pitch (whether through class, height, timbre, consonance/dissonance, etc.) is inceptually instantaneous. Similarly, registral direction in melody is instantly revealed. Perception of pitch becomes melodically operational upon hearing only 30-50 ms of periodic frequency (invoking a melodic style takes more than 100 ms). In contrast, to judge accurately the length of a given duration listeners must wait until the offset (the termination of the tone). Of course, if a signal is extremely short, its length can be ascertained almost as rapidly as the identification of a pitch height.
In an established meter the cognitive category (whether pulse, beat, accent, nonaccent, groupings of twos or threes, etc.) is of great help in this regard. Duration reciprocally specifies the hierarchical levels on which meters function, whether higher than the dominant pulse or tactus level, whether at the tactus level, whether divisibly lower than the tactus level, or whether on all three levels at once. Such metric hierarchies (vs. mere pulse) are of great cognitive utility in enabling the mind to interpret and identify grouping regularity in other untimed parameters. Were this not so, meter would be insensitive to higher levels of durational structuration, which it is not. Via interonset intervals (IOIs), meter allows us comparatively (not proportionately) to judge how long a duration was, whether it was isochronous to what preceded it, whether it cumulated or counter-cumulated, and how it retrospectively functioned (whether accented or nonaccented and whether the expected stimulus was noticeably noncongruent).
The temporal difference between durations that coincide isochronously with meter or that take place counter-cumulatively below the tactus (subdivisionally) and those that stretch cumulatively above the tactus (and across our induced entrainment) afford affective ''syncopic'' opportunities (Cao et al., 2014) . These constitute the difference between the automatically assimilative groupings that perceptually occur and the less accurate estimations of time-merely-passing that listeners cognitively construct. As Clarke (1999, pp. 474-475) reminds us, ''We have no real sense of the passage of time during each event, but are aware of the manner in which numbers of such intervals group together.'' In the study of rhythm we thus must own up to the difference between STM and LTM, between the perceptual present and the cognitively recent, between Fraisse's distinctions of short time versus long time (see Clarke, 1999) , between metric induction (Honing, 2013) and durational deduction, and between structure and form-even though all these are activated by the same temporal stimuli. All those who study durational rhythms are quick to point out that notated integer ratios are frequently inaccurate concerning both what we perceive in a work and how we cognitively translate a score into performance. As Gabrielsson (1974 Gabrielsson ( , 1988 , Repp (1989) , Drake and Palmer (1993) , and many others have observed, proportional notation does not reflect performance. On the whole, proportion is less important to the perceptual processing of durational length than grouping by similarity and proximity and by the comparison of interonset intervals (IOIs), attack to attack. However, once accepting this fact and understanding that perceptual and performative deviations from notational proportions constitute the norm, most scholars continue to use the nomenclature of integer ratios to characterize durations. This is because ratios offer the best terminology we have to name, describe, and compare rhythmic deviations between categories and to critique interpretations vis-à-vis the written durational notations in the score (which on the surface are arithmetic). We accept in other words what the inventors of notation knew a thousand years ago: the score is only a symbolic, schematic, skeletal, visual artifact that makes use of accepted terms and codes (re ratios as categorical intervals in both duration and pitch). All the idealized, careful symbolic constructs found in scores do not accurately express exactly how the score's notated durational patterns are to be performed (Narmour, in press) . What this means is that, despite notational definitions in terms of the ratios in Figures 12 and 13 , durational implications and realizations are ordinally scaled in terms of sameness, similarity, and difference with respect to apparent isochrony, counter-cumulation, or cumulation. And these in turn depend on rate, length, speed, tempo, and pace, not to mention textual and contextual bias (e.g., written half-notes can be performed very rapidly in a tempo of, say, presto alla breve; on other occasions sixteenths can be fairly long, as in an adagio of 4/16 meter). In general it is true that flagged notations are usually short notes, and stemmed or unstemmed ones are typically long; but this is not always the case. This is why to evaluate any aspect of notated duration we must, to repeat, always consider length, rate, pace, speed, tempo, and meter (how slow or how fast our tactus tapping parses the music). (Of course, we must also recognize that intensity, pitch height, contour, and textural density affect the perception of durational length and thus the impingement of meter.) Like melody, durational structures emerge from realizations of scaled implications: patterned pairs from left to right, starting with the weakest implications (isochrony) and ending with those becoming increasingly counter-cumulative and thus ever more open (Figure 12 ). And like scaled melodic intervals that move through sameness (aa), similarity (aa v ), and difference (ab), proximate durational pairs become more distal as they scale nonclosurally motion-right, toward more countercumulation. Figure 12 samples only one ranked set of these elementary long-short durational patterns (aka ''intervals''). For illustration, the symbols rely on musical notation, but again we acknowledge that the visual perception of musical symbols is not directly translated into the actual perception or interpretation of duration.
For example, we can theoretically say that, given a stable tactus, a cumulative durational dyad of 1:8 (sixteenthto half-note) is more closed than a dyad of 4:8; conversely a dyad of 8:1 is more open (more counter-cumulative) than 8:4. But as many studies have shown, durational ratios are more or less formalized numerical conventions, useful for theory construction and description but rarely representative of what we actually experience in perceiving and performing musical time (unless the stimuli are produced acoustically in a lab).
However, It is reasonable, to hypothesize 2:1 as the threshold dividing continuing implications from reversal ones (at moderate tempos, say, beats between 400-1000 ms). Moreover, its counterpart, the unequal, non-isochronous 1:2 closural interval-a subject of intense speculation since the time of Fraisse (1956) is the third most commonly used pattern (Sadakata, Desain, & Honing, 2006) . It even has a behavioral name, the ''attractor ratio'' (AR) (Repp, London, & Keller, 2012) because when rhythmically reproduced, it tends to get extended to 1:2.5 (or more by musicians), possibly to lengthen group closure by increasing cumulation (see Repp, Windsor, & Desain, 2002 ). So we should not forget that all patterns, even those with a notation of 2:1 or 1:2, are contextually dependent (re phrasal expressivity) and not indicative of a ''simple'' categorical ratio FIGURE 12. The scaling of implicative durational dyads (intervals) from left to right begins at sameness (isochrony) and increases countercumulatively from similarity to differentiation (according to long-short ratios). Inversely, reading from right to left, we see strong cumulative (closed) patterns going to less-closed cumulations. Note the threshold separating implications of continuation from those of reversal (8:4 and smaller). The scale here is a theoretical sample (starting with half-notes and ending with s sixteenth-note). The number of durational elements that exist is very large.
but rather of a perceptual family of durational patterns that, given moderate tempos, are known to shrink or stretch in length.
Concepts of cumulative and counter-cumulative (Cooper & Meyer, 1960; Meyer, 1956 Meyer, , 1973 ) with respect to categorizing durational families are closer to the truth and ecologically more friendly. The use of the term ''isochronous'' to describe constant durational continuations of quarter-, eighth-, or sixteenth-notes is, in active listening, something of a performative and a perceptual fiction (on the problems of score-driven theories of musical time, see Clarke, 1999; Honing, 2013) .
Unlike melody, which is a registral triplex, durational parametric scaling is simplex in nature but perhaps somewhat analytically less complicated than the parameter of melody. Consistent with all scalings and all parameters, durational implications and realizations create structures (bracketed groupings) of which there are an infinite number of concatenations. Thus in the implication-realization model the scaling of cumulation and its degree of closure are simply a matter of traversing the counter-cumulative scale backward (read right to left). Durational structures derive from a few basic categories that rely on processes and reversals (dPs and dRs) that are analogous and structurally isomorphic to those patterns we parametrically theorized in melody, whether discrete (single structures), combined (two structures sharing an interval or an element in the middle), or chained over a larger span of time (three or more dovetailed structures).
Durational Elements as Length, Rate, Speed, and Pace
The durational patterns in Figure 12 are just samples of a given set, but if we factor in patterns from the scaled parametric elements of length, rate, speed, or pace ( Figure 13 ), many more durational possibilities are available (all combinations involving notes above the thirty-second note value and all those below the halfnote value). Structural realizations, whether motionright (realized continuations) or motion-left (realized reversals), are defined by ordinal ratios, but only for theoretical purposes. To identify close ratios is difficult for listeners (Povel, 1981) , and this is why in the I-R model durational relationships are based on the familial categories of cumulation, counter-cumulation, and near isochrony.
As hypothesized in the I-R model, long-short patterns of 2:1-ratios that are easy for listeners to identify in a range of tempos with a steady tactus-define the scalar threshold separating implied continuations from implied reversals (Figure 12 ), provided the pattern in context is prospectively recognizable (aided most often by a clear meter, as discussed). This proviso is necessary because very long notes (double whole-, dotted whole-, and whole-notes in a very slow tempo) are intrinsically highly stable, closural, and monadic [dM)] in quality. Although we may retrospectively (and thus hypothetically) incorporate them into a scaled durational set, listeners rarely ascribe cumulative and counter-cumulative functions to very long durations. However, in retrospect we might wish to analyze them as a closural part of a process or a reversal, for example, in a slow basso ostinato. Or we might categorize them analytically in terms of a more or less exact ratio. Long patterns (beyond two seconds), however, tend to fall outside the limit of auditory working memory, but they can be consciously scaled if such slow music captures the listener's attention. Although there is no inborn rate limit to synchronized tapping to an isochronous beat, people generally respond to durations longer than two seconds by no longer anticipating the beat (the norm for durations under that limit) but FIGURE 13. We scale single durations separately (quite apart from the isochronous, cumulative, or counter-cumulative ratios in which they appear in durational patterns). Separate durational elements (monads) can move at a fast or a slow rate, a speedy or a slow pace, or be short or long in length. At a steady tempo, a "literal" notation of 4:2 (whole-to half-note) sounds twice as slow as a 2:1 notation (half-to quarter-note), although the arithmetic ratios of each pair are the same.
rather by reacting to it (tapping afterward once they perceive it; see Repp, 2007) .
At the opposite end of the scaled spectrum (Figure 12 ), where tempo is fast and durations become extremely short, quasi 2:1 ratios are difficult to perceive and to be accurately executed in performance. These thus frequently fall outside the definitional threshold of differentially realized reversals (i.e., ab). However, we may consciously wish analytically to symbolize (or name) speedy stimuli as 1:2 ratios because notationally they seem to be that way. For example, the alternating thirty-second and sixty-fourth notes we are hearing in a fast tempo are differentiated sharply enough to convince us to imagine or to believe that we are indeed witnessing reversal implications and realizations even though in reality the fingers of a virtuoso pianist and the acoustical piano to which we are listening could never reproduce them at such a fast tempo. Nonetheless, somehow the performance achieves sufficient family resemblance in both gesture and style to make us to believe that we are hearing 2:1:2 realizations (as written). Actual physical limitations can, of course, be circumvented through electronically generated music, but the faster 2:1:2 ratios become, the less differentiated we hear them. In sum, any implication/realization pair (interval) can be parametrically scaled across a very large range of different tempos, but we are perceptually much less proficient at extremely slow or extremely fast rates, although we can still believe that we are hearing notated ratios.
If we consider isolated durations as creating a parametric scale of rate (or pace), as symbolized by the notational elements in Figure 13 , we can see that all the scaled patterns of Figure 12 are directly derived from the singular items of Figure 13 (any durational pair could be so bracketed). And in any such scaling, there are many durational pairs that generate (quasi) 2:1 ratios (satisfying the counter-cumulative threshold that defines a durational reversal implication in the I-R model, according to Figure 12 )-for example, whole-to half-note, dotted half-to dotted quarter-note, half-note to quarter-note, dotted quarter-to dotted eighth-note, quarter-to eighth-note, eighth to sixteenth-note, and so forth (there are a number of others if we include tied subdivisions). But to repeat, these patterns do not represent actual perception, although expert professional musicians who can image a performance in terms of score notation and who learned as conservatory students to transcribe dictation according to notational prescriptions may categorically believe that these are exactly the durations that they are hearing. But only mechanically produced stimuli replicate notation absolutely, and even artists have trouble playing beat divisions in a proportionately accurate way (Sternberg, Knoll, & Zukofsky, 1982) 
INCOMMENSURABILITY IN DURATION
The same ratio between two or more different durational pairs is incommensurate because durations are ordinally ranked as categories rather than conceived as functionally reductive ratios. Among the easier counter-cumulative reversal implications to perceive are quasi 2:1 pairs that occur at a moderate rate. However, within the same tempo a dotted half-note followed by a quarter-note (3:1) will be less open and less implicative than a dotted eighth-note followed by a sixteenthnote (also 3:1) simply because the latter pattern is shorter and faster (all other temporal things being equal.). Given that this is true, we could take sets of durational pairs with the same ratio and rank those pairs according to actual lengths realized in time (following, e.g., the listing in the paragraph above).
As illustrated in Figure 12 , however, durational patterns that have the same notated, integer-related ratios are not necessarily the same across the parametric scale because speed of information (re Figure 13) and tempo (largo vs. vivace) alter our perceptual categorizations and thus our cognitive structurations of them (a point made by many others). And this is partly why we often do not recognize one durational pattern as a variant transformation of another (see Handel, 1989 ). This is not surprising because psychophysical data are always tempered by the ecological, artifactual, and temporal surrounds of our perceptual and cognitive experiences.
Nevertheless, since order involves rank (first, second, third, etc.), we can numerically differentiate and compare any set of familial reversal structures (dR0, dR*, dRÀ, dRþ) that share ratios and that are couched within the same rates or lengths. In this sense, recognizing durationally familial structures (Cao et al., 2014) , as opposed to psychophysical equivalent ones, is much more representative of what we experience (Krumhansl, 1991a ) than a given ratio per se, given that a structural process or a reversal can subsume and connect all manner of surface similarities and differences into related patterns that may or may not be durationally equivalent.
Imagine how this might impact our interpretation of repeated structural patterns that employ the same durational ratios but without being contextualized at the same rate or tempo, such as a sudden augmentation or an unexpected diminution of a recognized durational motive (Brahms's music is replete with such). Imagine also the numerically based experiments we could induce and test by using the same structural ratios but structurally differentiating them according to variously ranked degrees of rate, pace, speed, or length.
We can now understand why constructing actual scales across parameters is so necessary. And we can begin to see in the fields of psychology and music theory how symbolic, structurally isomorphic analogs allow us to examine the comparative effects of different kinds of timings that strengthen or weaken the implications found in the categories of ratio-equivalent durational patterns. Figures 12 and 13 complement one another and indeed could be combined (à la Figure 5 ), provided one does not overlook the difference between the scaling of implicative patterns and that of scaling the individual elements that constitute rate, pace, speed, and length.
Some Typical Durational Structures PROCESSES AND REALIZATIONS
In contrast to the triplex scale of melody, in a simplex scale like that of the parameter of duration the realization of a reversal is always motion-left by definition, which is to say, it is always cumulative. This does not mean that continuing durational reversals cannot become implicative. A progressively measured ritard-where successive, ordinal, cumulative lengths occur (e.g., eighth, quarter, half, whole)-creates a retrospective durational process of ever-increasing closure. Such ongoing (dP*) exhibits rule-like behavior (Narmour, 2000) . And it is often heard as retrospective because its succession cannot be immediately perceived as an implication (note the parentheses around the symbol) but can be recognized as the pattern progressively emerges (i.e., as the successive lengthening, the formal similarity [aa v . . . ], and the incrementally slowing of the pace at higher durational levels unfolds). The counterpart pattern, of course, is an increasingly counter-cumulative, prospective, motion-right process, otherwise known as a stepped accelerando, dP* (note the lack of both italics and parentheses).
Smooth motion-left processes in duration, dP*, always become implicatively weaker toward increasingly cumulative closure (as in a gradated ritard), whereas smooth motion-right processes, dP*, always become more strong toward increasingly counter-cumulative nonclosure (as in an accelerando). Both these smooth motions are easy to hear (and are thus prospective in nature). Durational duplication, dD, is also open but does not differentially waver from the initial rate (or length), although observe that repeated halves and quarters are less implicative than repeated eighths and sixteenths at faster, lower levels. Figure 14 samples the scaling of durational realizations and denials. On the left of the diagram, we see: (1) a duplicative implication (dD!, sameness, (aa), 1:1); (2) a processive implication (P!, similarity, (aa v ), 4:3)-plus crossing the threshold; and (4) a reversal implication (R!, difference, (ab), 2:1). In the middle of the page the reversal implication (R!), which is expected to cumulate on a relatively longer note, variously projects to the durations in the column on the right, specifically either to realizations (at the bottom of the fan) or to denials (at the top). Regulating them vertically on the far right is the parametric scale of rate, length, speed, and pace (first seen in in Figure 13 ).
DENIALS VERSUS REALIZATIONS: STRUCTURATION
I shall begin at the top of the column discussing the various denials following the reversal implication (the single R!) in the center. As we look to the top three elements (eighth, sixteenth, and grace note), rates double and more than double in speed (relative to the arrowed quarter-note at the center) as the realized durations become shorter and shorter. In a musical context, denials like this (retrospective processes in parentheses) grab our attention and cause affect. The varying degrees of nonclosural escalation (þþ, þ, *) and the retrospective processes stimulate our arousal mechanisms because of the unexpected rate (i.e., their faster pace). Put another way, parentheses (retrospection) are required because the expected prospective implication is to reverse on a long note, and that is very strongly denied, being realized instead by retrospective acceleration (dPþþ), (dPþ), and (dP*). Although the durational length of the last structure (P*) is 4:2:1, remember that it cannot be interpreted as a typical reductive ratio because the speed of 2:1 (quarter to eighth) is twice as fast as 4:2 (half to quarter), couched in the same tempo.
The two remaining moderately articulative processes in the upper middle of the fan-a (dP*) and a (dP0)-show that here that the amount of continuing implication decreases, given that the ensuing realizations are isochronous (quarter-note to quarter-note) or almost isochronous (a counter-cumulative quarter-note to a dotted-eighth). In other words, the drop in implication in these two structures symbolizes that, although the overall pace is still quicker than the initial half-note, the residual form is status quo (bb) or nearly so.
Other-parametric interference can shape the type of the durational structure: (1) in the form of unexpected dissonance (nonclosure) and its resolution or (2) in an unexpected nonclosural f (dynamic differentiation) followed by a closural p. Such contexts with boosted closures change the 2:1:1 pattern from a retrospective (dP0) into a prospective dPÀ. That is, the terminal elements in the 2:1:1 pattern become much more closed and thus receive a minus sign rather than a zero (or a tilde). These possibilities are shown in the lower left corner of Figure 14 . Figure 15a below provides further exemplification.
STRUCTURAL DYADS
Durational dyads (dB ¼ binary) are other alternatives. In the upper middle of the fanned column we see two discrete units (dyads separated by a slash). In a combination of two dyads (dB/dB) the overall structure could exhibit initial, medial, and terminal functions. Although such durational dyads are structural, they too are subject to other-parametric interference, where other parametric interactions meld two dyads into one single three-note structure (how this happens may be studied in Figure 15a -b below; see column 5, rows 3 and 4). FIGURE 14. A reversal implication (dR!) can realize different kinds of structures (as seen in the fan shape on the right). The durational scaling here is oriented vertically from long lengths (bottom of fan) to very short lengths (top). All realized cumulations (lower fan) qualify as realizations, although in varying strengths (e.g., some have returns, aba, and some achieve double minuses; see bottom fan). All counter-cumulative realizations (top half of fan) are deemed retrospective (and thus symbolized in parentheses). The signs of these are more variable (0, *, þ, þþ) to reflect the quality of the denial and the degree of surprise. Observe that most implications begin as dyads (dB, on left) before becoming realizations (recall Figure 4) . But dyads can be stand-alone discrete structures (middle of fan). For how this happens, see text.
Isolated, stand-alone durational dyads are also common when, for example, durational implications are cumulative and left hanging (e.g., followed by a rest). These would be represented as dBÀ. Such denied, interrupted implications can also function weakly and display neutral qualities (dB0, dB*), or they can be highly implicative (dBþ), forcing the listener to expect a delayed realization across a rest (see the small symbols above the notation in the far upper-left of Figure 14) .
CUMULATIVE REVERSALS
Once arriving as cumulative closural elements (lowermiddle downward on the fan-column), the decrease in implication actually realizes different levels of prospective closural reversal, dR*, dRÀ, dRÀ À (no parentheses, all italicized). The double minuses at the bottom of the right column are the polar opposite of the double pluses at the top of the column. As we shall see, these symbols are also found in extremely strong processes and reversals of melody (Figures 23 and 24 below) .
A number of durational reversals can also realize near or exact return (aba v , aba; lower right column) when the beginning and ending elements of closed three-note structures are nearly or exactly alike (e.g., half/dottedquarter (4:3); half/half (1:1); half/dotted-half (2:3); or thereabouts. Once past discontiguous cumulative similarity (from the terminal whole-note downward), the amount of closure can increase far beyond the threshold of a weakly realized reversal (recall from Figure 12 that the half/quarter dyad [2:1] of the intervallic durational scale is the weakest reversal implication; note again in Figure 14 the italicized dR with double minuses occurring at the bottom of the right column. (Remember that unlike dRÀ in the parameter of duration, in melody RÀ can never occur with aba, only R0, R*, (R0), or (R*) can.) In contrast, in the simplex scale of duration, closure can continue to cumulate and exceed the initial length (and strength) of the reversal implication, going beyond an implied dRÀ to a dRÀ À. I show this in the last two scaled examples at the bottom of the columns in Figure 14 , the dRs with the two minus signs. Figure 15a -b (in two parts), which divides into processes (P) and reversals (R), demonstrates how the I-R model deals with the most common durational categories, as identified by the research of Desain and Honing (2003) (note the asterisks; I have changed the order of their patterns to fit my scaled structurations). Rather than capturing ''the space of all rhythms'' (Honing, 2013) , the I-R model opts for discovering how durational patterns create same, similar, or differentiated perceptual and cognitive structures. It efficiently analyzes many different kinds of patterns while also emphasizing that simple sequences can generate (1) discrete dyads whose implications are denied (single symbols of dB for binary durations, separated by slash); (2) combinational durational dyads, both of whose implications are denied (two dyads with no slash); or (3) three-note patterns denoted by single symbols for structural realizations or denials (dD, dP, or dR).
IMPINGEMENTS OF HARMONY ON DURATIONAL STRUCTURATION
The rows in the figure illustrate how given patterns will in some cases separate into different kinds of structures when impacted by other-parametric implications and realizations (such as strong meter). In other cases, harmony will determine the groupings. In the far right columns one can see the strong dissonances (down arrows) on non-congruent, cumulative notes (cum.) and resolutions (up arrows) on noncongruent, countercumulative notes (c/cum.). All such appoggiatural circumstances are, of course, especially affective because they require more attention and thus entail more cognitive processing. Note particularly that, within such contexts, pluses (þ, for strong implication; row 5) and minuses (À, for drops in implication; rows 3-4) completely alter how we interpret and group the various structures.
For example, dissonance deforms the amount of durational closure (down arrow) normally found in a cumulative pattern, whereas the resolution of a dissonance on a counter-cumulation (normally nonclosural) becomes more stable and thus articulated (up arrow). Likewise, observe that, although durational structures are theoretically independent from meter, they are strongly impacted by accent and thus often group with meter (Lerdahl & Jackendoff, 1983) . And observe that closural durational patterns (cumulations) can additionally create a sense of return (aba). Finally, notice that a strong durational differentiation between a very long note and an ensuing short note (column 4, row 3) can produce closural monads (dM) that are set apart from following short notes (the italics shows that the half-note monad [M] is more closed than the quarternotes following, in roman).
LONG NOTES AND THE STRUCTURAL SYMBOLOGY OF DURATION
As columns 1 and 3 of Figure 16 show, initial and terminal lengths may expand on both sides of a given medial element, or they may change the medial element (column 6) while holding the ''outside'' durations constant. Durational implications and realizations can thus noticeably vary (e.g., þ/À, þþ/À, þ/À À, and þþ/À À are possible). However, the number of variable elements in duration are much smaller in number than those of melody or harmony. For instance, we can insert numerous durations between common categories with double dotting, but there is no þþþ or À À À in duration, as is found in melody (to be illustrated). Such differential lengths are perceptually difficult to discriminate and evaluate and indeed are of little general interest to active music listening. But they are of importance to performers, who pay close attention to notational values. Figure 17 shows an analysis of the durational structures found in Debussy's Afternoon of a Faun. The alternations between nonclosure (dPs or dDs) and closure (dRs) are straightforward and easy to hear. We may conceive of the parametric scaling of duplicative patterns (dD) as part of the vertical matrix generated from each durational ''slot'' along horizontal parametric scales of rate, as shown in Figure 18 . In the Debussy example ( Figure 17 ) the dPs and dDs precede the dRs throughout, and in general, Debussy's durational rhythms are relatively simple. The durational patterns comprise either singular structures or are constructed from simple structural combinations (dDR or dPR). In measure 2 the abbreviation (os) stands for ''intraopus style'' to remind us that our sense of retrospection (the parentheses around the structures) converts to learned prospection in the repetition (m. 2), though the structural types remain along with their other-parametric context conformantly the same (for an historical discussion of the (os/xs) concept, see Gjerdingen, 2013) .
Debussy Revisited
The solo quality of the piece (representing the Faun as an individual) affords a durational interpretation with considerable rubato, less rhythmic articulation, and more metric freedom than the literal analysis of the notation above the staff specifies in Figure 17 . As is well known, runs of repeated notes are rarely played equivalently (i.e., as notated). And those who have FIGURE 15a. How the I-R model analyzes a set of common durational intervals (patterns) from Desain and Honing (2003) and transforms them into a set of durational structures, using the same symbols deployed earlier in melody. The effect of dissonant appoggiaturas on groupings of realizations is demonstrated in column 5 by the use of down and up arrows (dissonances and resolutions, respectively).
done spectrographic analyses of performances know that written isochronous notes in moderate tempos are almost always rendered slightly slower at beginnings and endings and slightly faster in middles (without which a performance lacks nuance and sounds mechanical). Accordingly, underneath the music I have configured measure 2 as a rubato performance, where only two bracketed combinations occur rather than the four discrete ones above the staff. This is accomplished by melding the sixteenth-notes and the sixteenth-note triplets into one articulated, rather than a literal, notation.
As for the structural meaning of the notation, the reader will notice that the overall phrase displays a very carefully constructed rate: slow/fast/moderate, and slow/fast/moderate in measures 1-2; and then in measure 3 slow/slower/slow/even slower/slow to the cessation of the phrase (m. 4). Significantly, observe that the slowing of pace (not tempo) on the repeated notes in measure 3 is denoted by the italicized dD, which signals the slowing closure at the eighth-note level.
A Pitch-Height Parametric Scale of Octave Spaces
Melodic Gestalts are relevant to a number of salient musical variables, such as (1) registral similarity (up, down, lateral) ; (2) registral proximity, though with different sets of pitch classes; (3) constrained sets of intervals and scale-steps; and (4) identifiable octave regions of pitch height. Were this not so, we would not perceive melody as a complex flow of these fused parametric continuations. All such melodic variables can be functionally embedded as part of a mixed parametric aggregate where many parameters group together. These joint continuations emanate from the Gestalt principle of common fate (for an overview, see Deutsch, 2013) . Here a number of different voices are perceptually aggregated into one overriding group that collectively obeys a single principle. This is displayed in Figure 19 . The organizing principle is a formalized pitch-height process (hgtP*) where a given motive of many parameters descends en masse via generalized melodic octaves (four times:
linear scale-step unity to the downward jumps, just as the descending cadential chroma of D -C-B (m. 2; a downward P*) stabilizes the minor-mode before the tonic cadence. After the repetition at the double bar the commonly fated, descending pitch-height process (hgtP*) recurs with the melody starting a third higher (m. 3). The melodic chroma this time is again realized through descending octaves (D-E -F-G ). In measure 4 a melodic process (P*) of F-D -C ends the phrase (on a half-cadence).
As pointed out, the collected height (or depth) of a typical melody is ordinarily situated within a single or a slightly stretched octave-what theorists call a melodic gamut (which can be very large in twentieth-century expressionism, to be discussed in Figure 24 below). But as we see in the descending pitch-height processing (hgtP) of Figure 19 , we can also perceive implicative pitch height and depth as being independent of a melodic gamut, functioning as an ordered collection of adjacent spaces, which in effect is a parametric scale of pitchheight octaves (see Figure 20) .
In music the aggregate pitch-height scale (hgt)-approximately nine octaves-does not normally exceed the range of a slightly enlarged piano keyboard. (We tend to hear periodic sounds high above the keyboard as having no pitch and sounding like clicks; for extremely FIGURE 16. The examples contrast durational processes (dP) and duplications (dD) with lengthened beginnings, shortened middles, and lengthened endings of reversals (dR), where the degree of counter-cumulation affects both implicative strengths and closural cumulations.
low notes, they are more felt than heard.) The pitchheight process (hgtP*) in the first phrase of the Brahms example ( Figure 19 ) employs a common-fate implication of descent from octave 6 to 5, 4, 3, and ultimately to octave 2 (the low B ). Although starting a little higher, the second phrase is essentially the same (the pitch-space span in the music does not exactly coincide with the theoretical pitch-height scale in Figure 20) .
The incremental weakening of register in Figure 19 is consistent with the basic hypothesis of descent-that higher registers are more open and thus somewhat more implicative than lower ones. The openness fades the lower the pitch height falls (recall Figures 3 and 5) . Thus the Brahms example exemplifies a descending pitch-height process (hgtP*) creating a common-fate realization of all the parameters subsumed under its registral structuration. Once initiated, listeners expect the fall to continue in large segments, and they recognize that the other vertical voices are ''fated'' for a registral descent that will end only when hgtP* closes (in mm. 2 and 4).
The Dynamic Parametric Scale
What is also instructive for our purposes is the composer's use of a decrescendo. Here we may introduce the simplex parametric scale of dynamics (Figure 21) , displayed both as an incremental (motion-right) series of abbreviated lettered steps and also as a sliding, overarching (motion-right) crescendo (right arrow). The opposite is also possible: a series of decremental steps (motion-left) or a continuous decrescendo (left arrow). In measures 1-2 of Figure 19 (Brahms) we see an aggregated, commonly fated dynP* (note the italics symbolizing the closing function) that moves motion-left from forte (f) to diminuendo (>) to piano (p) to diminuendo again (>) and finally to double piano (pp)-also motion-left. Thus dynP* is organized both stepwise (by the abbreviated letters) and continuously from loud to soft (by the hairpin signs) and is functionally congruent with the gradual closure of hgtP*.
Because both decreasing dynamics and falling pitch height are often yoked together, simultaneously producing increasing closure, the resultant parametric congruence could be analytically represented as a compounded function of dynP/hgtP*. In Figure19 (Brahms) the durational implication (dD) after the quick upbeat is at first partially congruent with the ongoing dynP/hgtP*. But because the ongoing triplets remain throughout, they ultimately pull more and more noncongruently away from the congruent increase in closure.
Although I have shown most of the parametric scales in terms of discrete, ''slotted'' elements, the dynamic parametric scale (Figure 21 ), which can be continuous (e.g., hairpin signs), reminds us that most parameters are capable of functioning along a continuous gradient. Melodic pitches, intervals, and contours, for example, can be cast into glissandi, which can consequently smear harmony and texture. Likewise, rate, tempo, texture, and localization can change so subtly (as in minimalist music) that motion from one phase to another cannot be easily marked. Discretely melded parametric scales, electronically generated timbres, and otherparametric compounding in electronic music of process, reversal, and return successfully avoid slotted incremental elements and instead opt for seamless, continuously evolving gradients. (For more on ascribing closural functions to soft dynamics, see Hopkins, 1990.) Tracking Congruence and Noncongruence
The implicative use of pitch-height aggregates need not, as we see, be wholly congruent. Figure 22 , the fourth promenade from Ravel's orchestration of Mussorgsky's Pictures at an Exhibition, is a revealing case. Here I focus on the analysis of three parameters (dynamics, pitch height, and texture). These three begin noncongruently and then flow into a strong congruence at the end of the phrase (for the most part). The registral ambitus here, spanning from one to six octaves, occurs over five formally similar phrases before loudly climaxing with a highly differentiated tutti (mm. 6-8). The dynamic markings at the beginning move processively (dynP*) and nonclosurally (no italics) with a culminating crescendo in measures 6-8 (the opposite of the right-to-left scale of Figure 20) . A noticeable textural congruence (txP*) occurs briefly (independent voice numbers 5-6), which then realizes a small, unexpected reversal of voices 4-6 (txR*) before returning (aba) to six voices (mm. 5-6). These remain until the swelling, climatic tutti of voices 10-13 in measures 6-8 (txPþ; the small embedded bracket inset underneath the Figure stands for the hairpin dynamic shapes).
Part of the power of the phrase leading up to the climax resides in the falling octaves (single Xs, top of table), which move ever lower and thus run noncongruently closural against the congruent nonclosural dynamic crescendo and the increasing nonclosural textural complexity already mentioned (the three descending single Xs are motion-left; recall the pitch-height scale and the aggregate pitch-height octave scale, Figures 3 and 20 respectively) . The loudness of all fifteen voices (harps omitted) and all six octaves unexpectedly swell into an explosion (re: the vertical 4-X column of octave registers with a forte that becomes much louder than the progression of mf to f suggests in the table). All the parameters come together in measures 6-8, as shown by the plus signs (þþ, þ, þ) at the tutti.
At the forte, the dynamics closurally reverse, dyn(R*), and then (after the exclamation mark) rapidly die away over a process (dynP*) of p to pp. The diminuendo (>) encompassing measures 9-10 (the single Xs) ends up on two closing binary structures in the texture (txB-). Note the overall sudden and gradual diminishment of voices, 3-5-2-1) and the winnowing of the tutti in the binary closing structures (BÀ) against the high, open registers (Bþ). The consequence is that two of the three parameters end closurally strong with minus signs (À), while dynamic level ultimately closes by prolonging the pianissimos (B0), underscored by the ritard (tmpP*; tmp ¼ tempo).
Below Figure 22 is a summary of the analysis. Some nonclosural congruence occurs at the beginning, more nonclosural congruence appears in the middle (pluses), but most closural congruence is at the end (minuses), save for noncongruent touches in the high register (octaves 4-6). In effect, parametric congruence is a functional redefinition of common fate (in the Gestaltist sense), symbolized at the very end by the compounded symbol dyn/tx/tmpB-, B0, and tmpP* versus the hgtBþs (note the poco ritard under the pp).
Hyper-Intervals and the Widened Registral Spans of Contemporary Melody
One characteristic of post-romantic, expressionistic, contemporary, and electronic music is that these styles employ extremely large leaps as a norm, while exploiting increasingly large ranges (two octaves or more). This is partly a result of an increased interest in, and development of, instrumental music from the 1850s, which is in strong contrast to the relatively small ambits of traditional vocal music, whose melodies are often confined to a single octave (give or take a few pitch extensions on either side). Of course, when imitating traditional vocal music, instrumental music uses small ambits.
But with the growth of virtuoso instrumental music and the advent of melodramatic expressionistic music in professional opera and oratorio, the overall intervallic range of melodies has greatly expanded over time. Extraordinarily large hyper-leaps (and the extraordinarily strong reversals that result from them) gradually came to be more noticeable in late romantic and postromantic music. And by the arrival of late nineteenthand early twentieth-century expressionism, gigantic leaps had become quite common (as any grand opera singer will attest).
So an important extension of the I-R model was to construct analytical symbols more representative of these extra-large melodic implications and their extrastrong realizations. In short, the use of single pluses (þ) and minuses (À) to analyze the melodic gestures in this ''hyper-music'' was inadequate. For example, according to the original rules of the theory a leap of C4-A4-G4 would realize a reversal of RÀ, but so would an analogous pattern of C4-A5-G5 or for that matter a ''wild'' motive of C4-A6-G6. To treat all three with the same analytical symbol is disconcerting to say the least.
To analyze such hyper-contours and melodic hyperintervals we must thus recognize their extreme differentiation and symbolize them more realistically and accurately (as we did with extreme counter-cumulations and cumulations in the parameter of duration (recall Figure 14 and Figure 16 , columns 4 and 7). For such hyper-increases and decreases of closure and nonclosure I ascribe multiple pluses (þ þ . . . ) and minuses (À À . . . ) to the letters of melodic Ps and Rs. For super-strong reversal implications of hyper-intervals (Rþþ or Rþþþ), extremely strong closural realizations (small intervals) receive closural symbols equivalent to their strength of their implications (i.e., RÀ À or RÀ À À).
Another outcome of hyper-sized implications is the normal-sized, large intervals that follow them as realizations (below an octave). These, of course, will tend to imply a relatively strong reversal implication (whether manifest or embedded). This is possible because in melody's triplex parametric scales (Figure 3 ) every reversal entails at first another implication (recall the discussion of Figure 4) . Likewise, for continuing processes (P): an extremely large implicative interval following in the same direction (Pþþ!) followed by a small ensuing interval will increase the degree of surprise but will also increase the amount of closure, owing to the very large drop in implication, therefore justifying (PÀ À). Figure 23 exemplifies how the theory symbolizes extralarge melodic implications along with the realizations that follow them, whether reversals (Rs, Rs) or continuations (Ps, Ps). Each measure shows one discrete sample. In processes (line one) the analytical rule for maintenance of registral direction is self-explanatory and consistent. The rule for breaching the octave (adding a þ) is logical because for many melodies octaves normally function as a defining gamut (give or take a few tones), as discussed earlier with reference to folksongs and folk-like songs. So long as the realized interval (the second interval) rather than the implied realization (the first interval) is no larger than an octave, a single sign (þ) suffices (see bars 1-3; note the tilde (*) on the first example for the intervallic similarity). If a process breaches two octaves (bar 4), then a double sign is called for (þþ), and if three octaves, a triple sign (þþþ, bar 5). The descending structures in measures 6-8 are selfexplanatory (note the italicized letters for the descent).
METHODOLOGY

EXAMPLES
Measures 9-12 of the second line of Figure 23 illustrate reversal within and beyond the octave gamut, relying on the same octave/sign methodology. Measures 13-16 (line 2) also illustrate reversals that end on a unison (note here the underline to encode the lateral beginning or lateral ending). These four examples place the hyperinterval on the first two implicative tones rather than on the last two. This analysis thus compares four different degrees of closural reversal on the lateral unison: the underlined, retrospective, parenthetic (RÀ); the underlined prospective RÀ (no parentheses); the hyperreversal extending beyond the octave, with two minuses, RÀ À; and the underlined hyper-reversal extending beyond two octaves, with three minus signs, RÀ À À.
Line three illustrates within each bar discrete structures that are combinational, with different signs. In measure 17, Pþþ combines with RÀ À. Combinations that change registral direction always necessitate at least two melodic letters, one of which refers either to a repeated tone or to different tones and the other of which refers to the previous registral direction of up to down or down to up. Measure 18 creates a very strong implication (þþ) Toward a Unified Theory of the I-R Model (Part 1) 63 followed by very strong closure (À À) that continues a descending registral direction (and thus a Pþþ structure). Strong reversal (À À) occurs because of the large drop in implication, from the descending leap of a tenth to a major second (cf. this processive example with that of the reversal in m. 17). Measure 19 is analogous except that the ascending processive implication and interval of realization (P * þ) stay within the octave.
Measure 20 (the 6/4 meter) shows chaining at work. It is similar to the other processive examples except that four signs are needed (P* þ À À). The melody begins with similar D-E-F intervals (*), denying the intervallic continuation but not the registral direction with the E-F-D leap of the sixth (þ), which then realizes a retrospective F-D-G drop in implication (À) and then realizes the D-G-A pattern with a differentiated minor second (hence another minus). Measure 21, the last example, shows that one smooth structural process can occur with two sets of the same interval (P0), wholetone sameness followed by nondiatonic similarity of whole-and half-steps (*) with an overlapping prospective chromatic process (0) at the end (I am assuming that no parametric interference articulates the 6/4 grouping into two parts).
To summarize the methodology for multiple plus functions: any differentiated leap (ab) of an octave or less receives one plus. So any closural reversal of it will receive one minus sign. Any interval that extends beyond an octave will call for two plusses. So a realized closural reversal generated by an interval larger than an octave will receive two minuses (if three octaves, then three minuses, etc.).
Because a melodic implication requires only two tones (whereas a minimum of three are required to generate a realization), we can infer from an implication the range in which a given melody intends to operate (and thus project realizations within 0, *, À, or þ). We can also recognize whether it exceeds an octave (and thus project a range involving þþ, þþþ, À À, or À À À). But we become knowledgeable of the realized content only after we have evaluated the realization (notes two and three in the second interval) in terms of the implication (notes one and two of the first interval). Of course, in any music, octave gamuts constantly change because any collection of tones following a realization can introduce a new set of registral points, widening or contracting the size of the previously operative gamut.
A Lesson from Schoenberg
To demonstrate that the methodology of hyper-intervals is not just an analytic theory, consider Figure 24 from Schoenberg's Third String Quartet (1927)-an expressionistic, twelve-tone work that skillfully deploys many hyper-intervals. The melody is very carefully and elegantly shaped. The twelve prime pitches of the original row (often parsed into hexads, as in line one here) are G-E-D -A-C-F | F -B-A -C -G -D (integers 0 9 8 2 5 10 | 11 4 3 6 1 7; Perle, 1977) .
Although starting on C (a transposition of the pitch set), the first line (mm. 1-7) is formally very traditional, showing a variation form (AA v ) built on similar contours. Observe the similar parallel structures captured in the analytical symbols: dyads and reversals with varying degrees of closure, as symbolized with the different minus signs (note that the anacrustic dyads of the intervallic tenth and twelfth receive plusses-above an octave-whereas the upbeat fifth does not). In these two motives (mm. 1-7) we see that, although each subphrase realizes multiple minuses, most of the cumulative reversals terminate with large (ab) intervals (as defined in the I-R model) and thus embed strong implications, and so are less closural than the minuses of the reversal would ordinarily signify. The musical example underscores the concept that realization and implication are separate functions, and although closure is symbolized here (in the minus signs), the embedded implications cannot be overlooked. As illustrated in Figure 4 , our sensory systems routinely juggle double functions, particularly in melody (with its triplex parametric scales of registral direction). Final-state closural decisions must always allow for latent nonclosural embedding, which post-closurally continues influencing expectation (Narmour, 1991b) . For example, the D starting in measure 8 sounds as if it is related to the B-F preceding it in measures 6-7.
The second line (mm. 8-14) is a single B-part (having no rests) and displays a very different contour because it is in fact a retrograde of line one (without transposition). That is, this line uses the pitches of the set, enharmonically sequencing the prime row backward: D-A -D -B -B-F -F-C-A-D -E-G. Listeners are aware of the stylistic consistency between the melodic motives of the A-and B-parts, but because of the different structures and rhythms, they do not recognize or readily map the retrograde onto their expectations (nor could they consign to working memory a retrograde sequence of twelve chromatic notes; see Schulze, Dowling, & Tillmann 2012) . The melody is thus a perfect example of how perception and cognition do not necessarily attend to compositional planning.
In sum, the second line is structurally more variegated than the first one, mixing reversals with both plusses and minuses along with two processes-one a closural (PÀ), the other a more common (P*), which stems from the overlapping network underneath the music, a structural combination stretching across the last three bars (see bracket) and then ending on an (Rþ). Indeed, the final motive underlying this overlying network can be found in many tonal melodies, tying Schoenberg's melodic expressionism to both late classical and earlier romantic styles.
Although the pre-compositional pitch set has a profound influence on the sonic and intervallic quality of Schoenberg's melody, its unity results in part from its conventional tonal form (AAB) and from an orderly sequence of realized processes and reversals, the retrograde of the set being primarily a property of composition, as said, rather than an essential perceptual feature that listeners must cognize. Despite the absence of scalestep function, the structuraion of the melody makes perfect sense. From a perceptual point of view, there is no lack of unity or coherence, despite the melody having almost no proximate pitches. All but one of the intervals is differentiated (ab). Yet listeners who regularly hear the vaulting melodies of expressionistic modern music do not find the lack of small intervals an impediment to perceiving either unity or coherence. What sophisticated listeners rely on to make sense of hyper-intervallic and expanded-range music is, I believe, the retrospective isomorphic analogues of the prospective structural sequences of Ps and Rs found in the tonal melodies of traditional repertories which are saturated with the more common, smaller intervals.
The reliance on learning here is echoed in the I-R model's view that perceiving continuity (projecting processive implication) is innate (based on pitch proximity and intervallic similarity), as is the perception of intervallic difference (recognizing nonproximate leaps but without always projecting the exact pitch of reversal). Projecting the turnaround of a reversal by sensing the edge of the operational gamut (von Hippel & Huron, 2000) , as opposed to a continuation in the same direction, may require implicit learning (Patel, 2008) . Narmour (1990 Narmour ( , 1992 points out that one reason a reversal is a relatively strong implication is not just because of the unexpected event of a leap (couched in an expected context of proximity and similarity) but also because the number of small intervals that can serve as a realization is more numerous. That is, almost any single one of the pitches outlined by a leap would qualify as a realization (the reversing tone not having to be proximate). It is thus not only the size of the leap that creates tension but also the fact that exactly what reversing pitch is to follow in the realization is not pre-specified.
The I-R model (as a theory) is designed to deal with many kinds of music. It is simply not the case that all melodies are made mostly of small intervals, as many believe. Of course, any psychological theories purporting to explain melody must be able to account for the small registral gamuts that generate small intervals and the octave ranges found in folksongs and folk-like styles. But they also must be prepared to illuminate hyperleaps and the wider reversal gamuts found in the art music of the last 150 years.
Conclusion
The symbols and signs expostulated here provide a formalized and consistent theory of fine-grained analysis. Nevertheless, one might ask whether listeners actually perceive such detail. Clearly most humans cognitively respond to registral changes (i.e., reverses) and thus make unconscious use of symbols like P, D, R, and aba. But it remains to be seen to what extent average listeners can auditorially and perceptually distinguish motionleft or motion-right signs (0, *, þ, À). Professional musicians, of course, can perceive such subtleties and indeed are trained to do so in classes on melodic dictation or in tuning intervals according to interpretive functions such as sharpening a leading tone or flattening a chromatic tone to emphasize strong closure (À) or nonclosure (þ). It would be important to learn to what extent sophisticated, untrained listeners-as opposed to unsophisticated, untrained listeners-evoke unconscious perceptual and conscious cognitive expectations to apprehend the differences represented in the I-R model's functional symbols and signs.
